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CATALOGING THE WORLD

PAUL OTLET & THE BIRTH OF THE INFORMATION AGE

ALEX WRIGHT (USA)

AT GOOGLE BRUSSELS | WWW.MUNDANEUM.ORG
Seventy years after his passing, Paul Otlet's vision of knowledge management is globally recognized. The Mundaneum and Ghent University are honored to invite you to the lecture « Cataloging the World: Paul Otlet and the Birth of the Information Age » by Brooklyn-based author Alex Wright. A professor of interaction design and contributor to The New York Times, he wrote the third biography to date of the co-founder of the Mundaneum. He replaces Otlet's visionary ideas on the timeline of the pioneers of information management. With the support of Google, Belspo and AWT.

“Otlet's life achievement was the construction of the Mundaneum – a mechanical collective brain that would house and disseminate everything ever committed to paper.”

Cataloging The World: Paul Otlet and the Birth of the Information Age, Oxford University Press, June 2014 (back cover).

Some of Alex Wright’s previous writing:
Glut: Mastering Information through the Ages, National Academies Press, July 2007

Introduction by Professor Emeritus Boyd Rayward (University of Illinois, USA – University of New South Wales, Australia), biographer of Paul Otlet, and Philippe Mettens, President of the Belgian Science Policy Office.